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1. INTRODUCTION 
The ordinary vector differential equation 
9 = fk Y) YkJ = Yo (1) 
has a unique solution when f is smooth but may have many solutions when f 
is only continuous. The graphs of the solutions of(1) are arcs t++ (t, yt) and 
their union forms the f-funnel F(f, p) through (to ,yo) = p. See Fig. 1. The 
term integdtrichter was coined by E. Kamke in 1932. 
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FIG. 1. The f-funnel through p, F(f, p). 
DEFINITION. 8” is the set of all continuous f:Iwm+l+ !JP which have 
supports in sets of the form R x compact. 
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In this paper Iinvestigate the topology ofthef-funnel andespecially that 
of its cross-section 
KS = {Y E FP: 0, Y) EF(f, PI>. 
In 1923, H. Kneser proved what seems to be the main qualitative description 
of funnel-sections. 
KNESER'S THEOREM [9] (1.1). If fE Sm then each cross-section K, of 
the f-funnel iscompact, nonempty, and connected; i.e., K is a continuum. 
The hypothesis that f E Sm is effectively equivalent to the standard 
assumption due to Kamke [8]. See Section 2.
The f-funnel lies in Iw ~-l but it is also natural toconsider the set of 
f-solutions through p in the function space C1(Iw, W), not just heir graphs 
in IWm+l, This I call the oowlying f-funnel 
I’(f, p) = (y E Cl(R, W): y is an f-solution through p}. 
F and K, are evaluations f p. The characterization problem for overlying 
funnels was partially solved by Nachman Aronszajn i 1942. 
ARONSZAJN'S THEOREM [2] (1.2). If f E S” then each overlying f-funnel 
is the intersection of some decreasing sequence of absolute r tracts. 
An absolute r tract (AR) is a topological space A which is a retract of any 
space X into which it is embedded (as aclosed subset). Forinstance a compact 
Euclidean ball is an AR. (But ry to visualize a r traction of W onto the ball a
bounded by the Alexander Horned Sphere!) Aronszajn defines 6%’ to be the 
class ofall compact AR’s and s6 to be the class ofall intersections of decreasing 
sequences in @. Every A E .%Y is a continuum and therefore so is every A E W, . 
Thus, (1.2) * (1.1). 
COROLLARY (1.3). Iff E 9’” then each K,(f, p) is a continuous image of an 
W, . (In particular each K,(f, p) is a continuum.) 
The converse isthe strongest conjecture forwhich Ihold hope. 
CONJECTURE (1.4). If A C W is the continuous image of an 5%T6 then 
A = K,(f, p) for some f E gm. 
Note that (1.4) would imply that he property ofbeing afunnel section is
topological, i.e., ifA is homeomorphic toB and A is a funnel section then 
so is B. 
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A useful step toward (1.4) would be 
CONJECTURE (1.5). -rf ?Y C C1(R, UP) is an .%a then the fo2Zowing two 
necessary conditions to bean overlying funnel are also su@-ient. 
(i) y(t,) = y0 for ally E: (Y and some (to ,yO) EWm+l 
(ii) ;f yi , ya E +Y and y1(7) = y2(7)for some 7then jl(r) = j2(7). 
In this paper Ipresent several results announced in[12]. They are consistent 
with (1.4) and answer some questions po ed by Aronszajn. At the time Icame 
upon these questions, I was unaware of Aronszajn’s work. This explains the 
absence of his W,-approach in [12]. 
2. GENERAL FUNNEL THEORY 
If 9 = f has unique solutions then they form a flow. In this ection I 
investigate to what extent flow behavior persists when uniqueness fails. This 
is a fairly standard i ea [8, 12, 131. Let C”(lRm+l, BP)be given the natural 
compact open topology and let flm = {f~ Cs(lFP+l, FP): supp(f) is con- 
tained in some R x compact} begiven the induced topology. Let JP be 
the class of all compact nonempty subsets ofIw” under the natural Hausdorff 
metric topology. LetK,(f, P) = uSEP K,(f, p) for any P C W+l. 
PROPOSITION (2.1). (s, f, P) I-+ K,(f, P) is an upper semicontinuous map 
from [w x F* x Xm+l into X”. If f E 4tn” is autonomous then it generates 
continuous semiiflows on Xm defined by
(t, P) t-+ Kt(f, 0 x P) 
R* x x1”-+3f-“. 
Proof. If f ranges over a bounded set in Pm, p over a bounded set in 
(wm+i, and t over abounded set in R then it follows, a  usual, that he f-solu- 
tions y(t) throughp are quicontinuous. Using Arzela’s Theorem, compactness 
and upper semicontinuity of K,(f, P) follow easily. 
A positive semiflow n a space Z is a map I: lR+ x Z --+ Z such that 
~(0, x) = z and tp(t + s, z) = v(t, ~(s, z)) for all t, s E R, and all z E 2. 
When f is autonomous, its funnel gives a positive s miflow q(t, P) = 
Kt(f, 0 x P) on 39, as asserted, because two f-solutions yl(t), yz(t) glue 
together at any time when yl(tl) = ~~(0): 
r(t) = g:;:‘: Q
t < t, 
t > t, . 
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Since j,(t,) = f(yr(tJ) = f(ys(0)) = j,(O), tM y(t) is an f-solution. 
Continuity of qfollows from continuity offand the semiflow properly. That v 
is also anegative s miflow, t < 0, follows bysymmetric arguments orby 
considering -f instead off. 
COROLLARY (2.2) Generalized Kneser’s Theorem [8]. If P C @“S-l is a 
continuum t&n so is K,(f, P) for all (s, f) E !R x Sm. 
Proof. By Kneser’s Theorem, K,(p) is a continuum for all pE P. Thus, 
if K,(P) = Qr v Qz when Q1 , Qz are compact, disjoint, and nonempty, 
then P = P1 u Pz disjointly when Pj = {p E P: K,(p) CQJ, j = 1,2. 
Upper semicontinuity of p I-+ K,(p) implies P1, Pz are closed contradicting 
connectedness of P.
Now suppose f:U -+ iP is continuous and U is an open subset of FP+l. 
The assumptions f Kamke (in his version fKneser’s Theorem [8]) are that 
(a) all solutions f (1) j = f (t, y), y(t,) = y,, extend to solutions f (1) 
defined on[t, s], 
(b) the solutions f (1) are uniformly bounded when to < t < s, and 
(c) the graphs of the solutions f (1) are uniformly bounded away from 
the frontier of U when to < t < s. 
Nonautonomous equations can be made autonomous by the standard 
trick; (1) becomes 
2 = (5) = (,,:,,) =f(z> 40) = (;I) = zo* (2) 
There is a bump function u with compact support inU such that u= 1 on 
a neighborhood f F,(f, zo). Then 
is a continuous autonomous member of Fm+l with 
Thus 
Ksk, 0 x ~0) = s x Ks(f, ~0). 
PROPOSITION (2.3). Understanding all f-funnels under Kamke’s assumptions 
is equivalent to understanding themunder the assumptions that f has compact 
support and is autonomous. 
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Here is a final normalization. 
PROPOSITION (2.4). lf f E Sm, and a, b E IR, then there exists g EiFm such 
that 
suppk) C I+, 61 x R”, &tg, (6 3% = K4.L Cap Y)) 
Kdg> GJ? 39) = KG7 (4 39) 
for ally EIw”. 
Proof. If a = b, (2.5) is vacuous, oassume a < b. Let p be a smooth 
bump function such that p(t) = a for t < a, p’(t) > 0 for a < t < b, and 
p(t) = 6 for t>, b. Put 
La 39 = P’Wf W), Y)* 
Clearly g E9~ and supp(g) C [a, b] x [Wm. 
If t tt y(t) is anf-solution then tti y(~(t)) is ag-solution. F r 
On the other hand, if tt+ a(t) is ag-solution anda < t < b then put y(t) = 
z(p-l(t)), (Since p’> 0 on (a, 6), t.~. is adiffeomorphism (a, 6)3 and a homeo- 
morphism [a, b]3.) Implicit differentiation gives 
for a < t < b. As t -+ a or b, y(t) tends to z(a) or z(b) since p is a homeo- 
morphism [a, b]3 fixing a and 6. Clearly this defines anf-solution t t+y(t), 
a < t < b, and proves (2.4). 
3. A CONTINUUM WHICH Is NEVER A FUNNEL SECTION 
Let S be the outward plane spiral 
S = ((1 - 8-1)(cos 8, sin 8) E W: 27r ,( B < co). 
Its limit is the unit circle .9. Thus S = S u s1 is a continuum. Inpolar 
coordinates S = ((Y, 0): r= 1 - 8-1, 277 & 0 < co>. See Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2. The continuum 8. 
THEOREM (3.1). S is never afunnel section. 
Proof. Suppose s = K8(f, p) for some f E St”, pE Iw”, sE Iw. (Imagine 
UP as contained inIw”, say as NY, 9, O,..., 0) E F&Y}.) By Aronszajn’s 
Theorem, the overlying funnel p(f, p) is an 9?‘s , ay 
A, is an AR. 
The continuous map ev,: Cr(Iw, !P) -+ !W, yH y(s), sendsP(f, p) onto Sand 
sends A, nearby, by(2.1). Since an AR is simply connected, , = ev, ( A,, 
lifts oa map & into the universal covering space of IFP - 0 for any n large 
enough to imply 06 ev,(A,). 




A” % 1Rz-0 
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Restricting I&,to&f, p) gives alift 
The connected components of n-l(S) are the circular helix Hover the circle, 
H = {(cos 0, sin 8, 0): 0E Iw}, and the spiral helices 
H, = ((1 - e-qcos 8, sin 8, e + 24: 2W < e < CO}, ?lEZ. 
Since fl(f, p)is connected, its Z-image lies in just one helix. But neither H nor 
H, project by m onto s, hence K,(f, p) = e~~(P(f, 9)) # s, completing the 
proof of (3.1). 
Remarks. A conversation with Ed Spanier was very helpful in con- 
structing the preceding proof. My original proof was more complicated and 
did not use Aronszajn’s Theorem, but had the same over-all f avor. Instead 
of using the fact hat eo,: fl(f, p)-+ K,(f, p) extends continuously to the AR’s 
converging down to E(f, p), it would have been cleaner to prove the purely 
topological assertion 
PROPOSITION (3.2). Any continuous map from an L%?)6 into the base space 
of a covering 77r: X + X lifts ok 
Applying it to 
one gets acontradiction at once. This would imply s is the continuous image 
of no W, . (3.2) ought to be true because an W, is Tech simply connected, 
being the inverse limit of AR’s. See [5] for Tech homotopy theory. A direct 
proof, pulling n back to the 9?‘s , is not hard to give. 
Finally, Aronszajn defines 9, to be all homeomorphs of what I have called 
9?*‘s, although e did prove that overlying funnels are ~9~‘s in the sense used 
here. If being an WB is a topological property then there is no distinction 
between these notions. Intuitively, A being an 9’S seems to mean that A is 
Tech contractible. 
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CONJECTURE (3.3). If A, B are homeomorphic continua inK!? and A is a 
decreasing tersection of AR’s then so is B. 
CONJECTURE (3.4). A compact subset ofIF@” isan 9, spit is tech contractible. 
4. EXAMPLES OF FUNNEL SECTIONS 
In this ection I show that all “nice” spaces are funnel-sections. A Cl 
polyhedron is a Cl embedded image of a finite connected polyhedron. For
instance, ompact connected Clsubmanifolds of llP, compact connected real 
algebraic subvarieties of lFP, and finite connected rectilinear subcomplexes of 
IF!” all are Cl polyhedra. When I began thinking about funnels, itseemed 
possible that all funnel sections were convex. 
THEOREM (4.1). If P is a Cl polyhedron in IF!” then P is an f-funnel-section 
for some fE Fm. 
Essentially, it suffices to give agood proof or P = a cube in UP and then 
to embed everything  UP. If y= ( yl,. . ,y”) EIw*, let jyI= maxrsiSk / yiI. This 
is the “max-norm”on l!?. Let 2” = [- 1, 11” be the unit ball in lRk respecting 1 I. 
LEMMA (4.2). There xists anfk ESk such that supp(f,) C I x J? and 
&(fk , p) = Z’for allp E0 x 2’“. Besides, ifm3 k then fk extends tofk EL-Fm 
such that supp(fk) c I X z”, the last m - k components of fk are identically 
zero, and &(f;c ,(0, y)) = y for ally ER” - zk X O+-“. 
Proof. Let p be a Cm bump function R with supp /3 = I = [O, 11 
and /3 > 0 on (0, 1). Let 
h(t, y) = 1::’ Iy 11”’ ; 2 ;, 
then the h-solutions are as pictured in Fig. 3. 
y - axis 
,‘I 
FIG. 3. h-solutions. 
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Let b be, as indicated in Fig. 3, the height at t = 1 of the largest h-solution 
through (0,O). Let g: UP ---f R be any continuous function such that g = h 
on F(h, (0,O)) and supp g = [0, 11 x [0, b]. The g-solutions are pictured in
Fig. 4. Reversing the t-axis, translating, and gluing together two copies of g 
gives G: !P + [w with supp(G) = [0,2] x [0, b] and K&G, (0, y)) = [0, b] 




FIG. 4. g-solutions. 
FIG. 5. G-solutions. 
Resealing G makes it fair to assume b= 1. Set fk(t, y) G(t, 1y \)y/l y I. The 
f,-solutions are radial copies ofthe G-solutions lying in the upper half plane. 
Clearly supp(f,) C I x 2” and KI(fk ,p) = .ZI=” forall pE 0 x Zk. 
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Finally, toconstruct 3k ,let d: W++-” -+ R be an extension fg from 
Rs = R2 x Om-” C Ra++k such that d is smooth off Rs x On”-k and 
supp($) C [0, I] x [0, 1] x E’+“. Form G from J as G was formed from g. 
See Fig. 6. Then set 
34~ yl,..., Y”> = W, I “k-y I, Y~+~,..., r”h~/l sky I>, 
where Tk is the projection of R?which sends (y1 ,..., y”)onto (y1 ,..., y”0,..., 0).
Clearlyfk meets the requirements of (4.2) and the lemma is proved. 
FIG. 6. &-solutions; m = 2, K = 1. 
D 
A 
6 F c” _R’ 
FIG. 7. The tubular neighborhood of O. 
Proof of (4.1). Any simplicial polyhedron affinely subdivides into acubical 
polyhedron a d vice versa. Hence it is fair to assume P is a Cl cubical poly- 
hedron. Let cr be a k-cube of P. Since P is Cl, uhas a Cl tubular neighborhood 
in R”. That is, there xists a Cl diffeomorphism  of aneighborhood U of u 
in Iw” onto a neighborhood u’ of Zk x Om-” in Iwm which sends a onto 
.Zk x O”eL. Besides, u’can be made to contain 9. See Fig. 7. Pull backfk 
from Rm+l via h. The result, h*fk ,is a continuous map llW+r -+ W with 
support inI x h-l.L’m. Since his Cl, h-1 gives a bijection between3k-solutions 
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and k*f+,olutions. (This is the essence of van Kampen’s Uniqueness 
Theorem [7J, by the way.) Hence 
Order the cubes of P as ur,uZ,...,uN where a,n(~,u-.~u,+~) # a, 
2 & n < N. Perform the preceding construction successively on each u, . 
This gives f : IL!“+’ -+ [F;p” with supp(f) C [0, N] x large ball and 
Resealing this fgives the fsought for (4.1). 
The same proof gives a stronger result. 
THEOREM (4.3). IfP is a connected subset of IR” which is the$rzite union 
of C1 embedded cubes then P is a f-funnel-section of somefE Sm. 
Figure 8 shows acontinuum which is a funnel section due to (4.3) but not 
(4.1). 
FIG. 8. P is the union of two embedded l-cubes crossing infinitely often. 
It is easy to abstract (4.3) further. A subset C of Rk is called cell-like if 
there is a continuous g: W+l -+ W with compact support inf x Rk such that 
A Cr embedding of C onto Iw” is a map h: C --f IW which extends to a Cr 
embedding of a neighborhood f C in 88” into 88”. 
THEOREM (4.4). If P is a connected, finite union of cell-like sets then P
is u f-funnel section f rsome fE Fm. 
CONJECTURE (4.5). Ewry compact c~~cted ANR, A, is abler section. 
The idea of a proof of (4.5) isthat A is a strong deformation retract of one 
of its neighborhoods N. This N can be chosen to be a rectilinear polyhedron. 
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By (4. l), N is a funnel section. Then the problem is to smooth the deformation 
retraction of N onto A so that he deformation curves integrate to a continuous 
vector field. Since these integral curves can cross each other, there is less 
obstruction t  this than it first appears. Also, it might help to increase the 
ambient dimension m.
On the other hand, there are many funnel-sections whichare not ANR’s, 
for instance the one shown in Fig. 8. More sharply, any finite connected union 
of ANR’s is arcwise connected (since open connected sets in Iwm are arcwise 
connected and retracts of arcwise connected sets are arcwise connected) but
there are funnel sections which are not arcwise connected, see(5.6). 
The same constructions as inthe proof of (4.1) permit one to prove the 
following results about he class %?of (embedded) continua which are funnel 
sections. 
THEOREM (4.6). V? is closed under Cartesian products and one points ums 
(bouquets). Thecone over any continuum A C UP is an f-funnel section for some 
f E Fm+l; likewise the suspension. 
Remarks. The proof of (4.6) is a good exercise. Useof (5.3) helps. Itis 
curious that Susp(S) is a funnel section because itlooks nearly astwisted ass; 
S = the closed outward spiral ofSection 3.The class ??is not closed under 
connected intersections. F r s = D2 n cone over Oz. I do not know whether 
%2’ is closed under the sum(A, B) I-+ A u B when A n B is connected. It is 
possible that opological properties of V, like those in (4.6), could lead to a 
characterization of funnel sections. 
5. FUNNEL COBORDISM 
In this ection, I solve the funnel-section classification problem under the 
additional hypothesis “funnel-cobordant to  point.” See (5.4). 
DEFINITION. Compact subsets A, B C LP are funnel-cobordant in [w” iff 
there is an f E F”” such that 
K&f, a x A) = B K,(f, b x B) = A 
for some a, b E [w. Funnel cobordism will be denoted by A of B. Equivalent 
conditions to A Hf B are 
(i) K&f, a x AC) = Kb(f, a x A)c = BC 
(ii) F(f, a x A) = F(f, b x B), 
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when c = complement inWm. See Fig. 9. 
I y2 - axis OXA bx.6 
t=b 
FIG. 9. Funnel cobordism. 
Analogous to“straightening the angle” in usual cobordism, there is 
PROPOSITION (5.1). Funnel cobordism  an equivalence relation. 
Proof. Clearly H is symmetric and reflexive. If A Hf B HP c then by 
(2.4) and t-translation the f and g can be chosen so that 
supp(f 1C [a, 4 x R” swp(g) C P, cl x R” 
F(f, a x A) = F(f, b x B) F(g, b x B) = F(g, cx C). 
Then f + g E Sm, supp(f + g) C [a, c] x R”, and A H~+U C. 
DEFINITION. Two neighborhoods f infinity n [w” are stably diffeomorphic 
iff there is a diffeomorphism fro one onto the other which fixes all points in
some smaller neighborhood finfinity. The symbol wS denotes stably 
difFeomorphic. 
In the next four esults A, B are compact nonempty subsets ofBP and 0 
is the origin. 
THEOREM (5.2). A H B G- AC w8 Bc, 
THEOREM( Ac~R~-OOAHOOAAEW~. 
COROLLARY (5.4). A H 0 o AC w S”+l x IF& 
COROLLARY (5.5). If m = 2 and AC is connected then A is a funnel-section. 
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CoRo~Lmy (5.6). Some funnel sections arenot arcwife connected. 
Proofs of (5.4-5.6). Since OX” - 0 FV Sm-l x R, (5.2, 3)=P (5.4). If
m = 2 and AC is connected then AC w W - 0 by the Riemann Mapping 
Theorem; thus, (5.3) * (5.5). S ome arcwise disconnected continua inW 
have connected complements; forinstance 
A = {(x, sin(l/jC)) E lW:0 < x < 1) U 0 x [-1, I]; 
thus (5.5) + (5.6). 
Remark 1. In [2], Aronszajn considers the funnel F(f, 0) assuming the 
origin is the only point of nonuniqueness. He deduces that each K,(f, 0) 
is the homeomo~h of the &%?&, l?(f, 0). His hypothesis that 0is the only point 
of nonuniqueness implies at once that K,(f, 0) H 0 and so his resuh is 
contained in(5.3). Bythe same token, Aronszajn conjectured that all plane 
%?Gs occur as funnel sections. Since an gs never separates, (5.5) affirms his 
conjecture. 
Remark 2. If m # 4 then “homeomorphic” an replace “ ” in (5.3). 
John Stallings proved OB” has only one smooth structure, m # 4 [l 11; and it 
is not hard to show (as in (5.8,9)) that he same is true for R” - 0. 
Remark 3. The full converse of(5.2) is false, i.e., there xist 8, B with 
stably diffeomorphic complements such that A is not funnel cobordant toB. 
For example let A = Sr = the unit circle inW and let B = 3, the closed 
outward spiral from Section 3. By the Riemann mapping theorem 
SC C=V Iws - 9 and any diffeomorphism in W can be made stable. By (4.1), 
9 is a ~nnel~section: sf = Kr(ft 0). If s1 H 3 then by (5.1), f, g can be 
assumed to satisfy 
supp(f) c P, 11 x BP supp(g) c L21 x R2 
so that S = Ka(f + g, 0) contradicting (3.1). For funnel-sections A, B,
it remains an open question whether AC m Bc *? A H B. 
Remark 4. Using (5.3), itfollows that he inverted Alexander Horned 
Sphere (the horns curl inward) bounds aset which is funnel cobordant to0. 
Using the methods of Section 4, it also follows that he usual Alexander 
Horned Sphere is a funnel section a d so is the set it bounds. 
Remark 5. (5.4) reminds one of the Alexander duality heorem. 
Here is a lemma needed to prove (5.2). 
tP ~ET~ENNESS lcmm~ (5.7). Let h: lP+ lR+ he loroer s~~~t~~ 
and let B = h-l(O). Then there existsg: BB” 4 08, of class Cc0 such that g & h 
and g-l(O) = B. 
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Proof. This is a specialization of the Whitney Extension Theorem 
[I, pp. 120-1311. Lower semicontinuity of h implies that B is closed and 
inf h> 0 on any compact set off B. 
Proof of (5.2). Let A, B be funnel cobordant inR”. To prove AC m:s Bc 
it suffices to find gE 9r”” such that ggives the funnel cobordism A Hg B 
K,(g, a x A) = B K,(g, b x B) = A 
and g is C” off F(g, a x A) = F(g, b x B). For then the g-solution t t-+ yt 
through any (a, y), y E Iw” - A, hits [w” - B at t = b, and vice versa. 
Thus, Y t+ y(b) is the diffeomorphism AC M Bc. Since gE SW, the diffeo- 
morphism is stable. 
Let fE 9” give the funnel cobordism A H B. Let 
FL,,,] = ([a, b] x IF) nF(f, a x A) - u t x Kt(f, a x A). 
a<t<b 
The g to be constructed is ofthe form 
g(4 Y> = fa(tw, Y), 
where fc is the convolution approximation [5,p. 61 to f and Q = e(t, y)is a 
smooth real function vanishing on F[,,,l . 
For each p E [a, b] x l%” set F[a,bj(f, p) = F(f, p) r\ ([a, b] x Rim) and 
By (2.1), 6 is lower semicontinuous and S-l(O) = F[a,b] . Set 
u, = {qE Wfl: 1 q - p’ 1 < &s(p) for some p’ EF[a,b](f, p)>.
If p 6 F then U, is a neighborhood f Fra,bl(f, p) disjoint from Fta,bl and by 
(2.1) there is an e(p) > 0 such that: if h E grn has 
I f!l - 47 I G 4 P> for all q E U, 
then FI,,bl(h,p) C U, .Besides, e is lower semicontinuous. By (5.7) there is 
a C” function E:Rnz+l + [0, l] such that --l(O) = F[asb~ and
4 P> < in447>: q E u,> p E [a, b] x Iw”. 
Put g(t, y) = ff(t*@(t, y). By construction, g E 9m and ( fq - gq 1 < e(p) 
for all qE U, . Hence Fl,,bl(g, p) n FL~,~J = 0 for all pE Rplz+l - FL,,,]  i.e., 
%,d&‘, a X 4 “Fra,d& b X B) C%,,I = F[a.df, a X A). 
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The reverse inclusion is clear since f = g on Fla,~l . This completes the 
construction of agE 9m which is Cm offF~,,,l(f, a x A)=F[a,bj(g, a x A) = 
Ft,,,l(g, b x B). As remarked above, such a g induces a diffeomorphism 
A” M, IF, completing the proof of (5.2). 
To prove (5.3) requires a result from differential topo ogy. (Ifthe smooth 
Schijnflies Th orem were known in all dimensions most of these considera- 
tions could be omitted.) An m-manifold isnearly engulfed by m-discs iff each 
compact set K C M can be contained in the interior of an m-disc embedded 
in M. 
Cm BROWN’S THEOREM (5.8). If Mm is a smooth m-manifold nearly 
engulfed by smooth m-discs then M m [Wm. 
In [4], Morton Brown proves essentially thisresult inthe topological (= Co) 
category. If one is willing to“straighten heangle” along the boundary 
of adjacent smooth annuli, his proof translates to the Cm category. I prefer 
to give aself-contained proof, based on Brown’s construction and suggested 
by Moe Hirsch. Let B, = the compact ball of radius r at 0 in [Wm. 
PUSHING OUT LEMMA (5.9). Let M be a smooth m-man;fold, f: W --f M
a smooth embedding, andlet 0 < a < b < CD be given. Let h be a dzjheo- 
morphism of M fixing all points in some nonempty open set U C fBb . If 
hfB, 3fBb then there is an embedding! : Iw” -+ M such that 
j=f onB, fB, = hfB,. 
Proof. On lP there is a diffeomorphism g ending B, into f-lU and 
fixing all points off B, . Since f is an embedding and m = dim M, f (Rm) is a 
neighborhood f fBb in M. Hence the map G: M + M defined by
is a diffeomorphism of M. Set p = G-r o h o G of. Then 
fBb = G-l 0 h 0 (fgf -‘) fB, = G-lhfB, = hfB, 
andf 1 B, = G-l 0 h 0 fg 1 B, =fg-lf-1 0 id 0 fg 1 B, = f 1 B, , proving (5.9). 
Proof of (5.8). By induction a F = limf, will be constructed so that 
F: llP + M is a diffeomorphism. Let Kl, K, ,... beany monotone increasing 
sequence ofcompact subsets ofM such that u K,, = M. Set K, = .D. 
Let f: UP --+ M be any embedding. (For instance, smoothly embed an 
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m-disc in M and consider its interior.) Set f. = f and suppose that for all 
k < n - 1, an embedding ft: 88” -+ M has been defined sothat 
and n is 2 1. Since K, u f,,Bn is compact and discs nearly engulf M, there 
is a large smooth m-disc D containing Km u fnmlBn in its interior. In 1) it is 
fair to assume f(0) corresponds to the origin. Then, using D as a chart, itis 
clear that here xists a diffeomorphism h,: M -+ 34 fixing all points of M 
off D and fixing all points near f(0) such that h, carries fnm1B, onto a set 
containing K,,u f&3,, . By (5.8), there is a new embedding fn: W --t M
such that fn = f on B,-, and fnBn = h,f,-lB, 3 Kn . This completes the 
induction. 
Set F = lim, fe . Clearly F is well defined and F 1 B, = fa 1 B, = 
fn+l 1B, = .... Hence F(lW) = .F(u B,) Z, u K, = M, so F is surjective. 
Also, F embeds each B, since fn is an embedding for all n. Hence F is a 
diffeomorphism and (5.8) is proved. 
COROLLARY (5.10). If 08” - A m Rm - 0 then Rm - A M, IFJim - 0. 
Proof. Subsequently reflecting W - 0 in its unit sphere, ifnecessary, 
it is fair to assume the diffeomorphism f : R* - A -+ BBn” - A sends bounded 
sets to bounded sets. Hence f extends to a homeomorphism f :Sm - A + 
S” - 0 where the m-sphere S” is thought of Rm u 00, co being the north 
pole, and 0 the south pole. Sm - A carries a natural smooth structure since 
it is an open subset ofSW. Let D be a smooth compact m-disc at co in Sm - A. 
Let K be any compact subset of 9 - A. Then jK is a compact subset of 
S” - 0. The topological disc JO contains a mooth disc D’ in S” at 00. 
Using the smooth structure of S”, there clearly is adiffeomorphismg: Sm + S* 
such that 
g = 1 near CO and 0 &I)‘) 3JK+ 
Put h =f-ld: S” - A + 5’” - A. Clearly hf) = $-“gfr, 3 j-IgD’ 3 K. 
Also his a diffeomorphism because away from co, hand h-l are obviously Cm, 
while k = I near co. Hence S” - A can nearly be engulfed bydiscs, oby 
(5.8), there existsF: Sm- A m Sm - 0. 
It is easy to stabilize F. First, F can be assumed to carry CO to any convenient 
point of S” - A, say F(m) = co. Then, subsequently reflecting in a hyper- 
plane if necessary, it is fair to assume Ts: TmSm3 preserves orientation. 
Following T by an isotopy ofS” (fixing co), it can then be assumed that TJ 
is the identity. Finally the second-order t ms of F near 0~) can be bumped 
off so F = 1 near co. This completes the proof of (5.10). 
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Proof of (5.3). By hypothesis, AC M IP - 0. By (5.10) there is diffeo- 
morphism h: IFP - A -+ Iw” - 0 fixing all points near infinity. Clearly itis 
no loss of generality to assume 
(1) h: UP - A -+ R” -OfixesallyElFP-2?, and A C Int(Zm) 
By Zm, I mean [- 1, I]“. 
I 
FIG. IO. The g-funnel. 
L (LO) t-axis 
FIG. 11. Modified g-funnel; shaded region indicates S-neighborhood fF,(g, 
0 x A). 
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Here is the outline ofthe proof of (5.3); Aronszajn probably had this in 
mind. Make a g-funnel through (1,O) with K,,(g, (1,O)) = Zm, g being 
smooth except at (1,O). See Fig. 10. Then (using h) modify g to f so the 
f-curves off F(g, 0 x A) ooze out of the g-funnel. Make f smooth except at 
(1,O) and make f = g at all points (t, y) which are s(t) near F(g, 0 x A), 
a(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 1. See Fig. 11. To makef continuous, it isnecessary to choose 
g soF(g, (ho)) has an extremely sharp spine at (I, 0). 
First, an“oozing out” field is constructed. Let G: (R2 - 1 x 1) -+ R, 
be a smooth function satisfying the estimates shown in Fig. 12. Consider the 
G-solution t ++yt through any (t,,  ye) interior tothe bottom triangle: 
0 < 2~7, < 1 - t, c 1. As t increases from to , the curve (t, yt) leaves the 
bottom triangle, 
G=- 0 off [O,o x [O,$] 
FIG. 12. A function with singularities at 1 x I. 
passes through the pentagonal region, and enters the triangIe where G > 
l/(1 - t). In this triangle, (tyt) rapidly gains height: 
Yff2) -Y(h) 2 hd(l - Ml - t2)-“7 
if G(t, yt) 2 l/(1 - t) f or all tE [tl ,tJ. Hence yt soon exceeds t and (t, yt) 
enters the triangle wh n G > 2 at some time t < 1. Since yt is still increasing 
twice as fast as t in this triangle, thecurve (t, yt) enters the triangle wh re G
is 2 0 and bounded. Then it crosses 1 x R at some point above (1, 1). 
Putting this together gives the picture ofthe G-solution n Fig. 13. Similar 
remarks hold for all (to, yO) E[0, 1) x [O, 3/2]. 
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Define G on Rnz+l - 1 x 2P by setting 
G&Y) = GO, I Y Or/l Y I 
where j 1 is the max norm on W. 
Next, the g referred to in the beginning isconstructed. L t 
w> = supwq, 11: 2 / x I 3 1 - t}, o<t<1. 
l’his measures how quickly (DA-l), blows up as x -+ 0. If g E 9”’ is smooth 
except at (1,O) then the g-solutions give adiffeotopy I’,:UP?), 0 ,( t < 1. 
See Fig. 14. 
O,O) t-axis 
FIG. 14. The diffeotopy r generated by g. 
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I claim there exists a gE SW which satisfies 
0) SUPPk) c [O, 11 x 2X”, 
(ii) gis Cl except at (1, 0), 
(iii) as E-+1, r,-+.P,, Cl, where T, is a Cl map l!P --+ UP with 
i-p(O) = ,PandW’-Z= 2 IR” - 0 a C~-d~~omo~hism, and 
(iv) ll(Dr& I/ O(t)(2 + (1 - t)-l) * 0 as t -+ 1, yE 2’“. 
It is easier towrite down r than g. Let c, ,FL: IR--P Iw be smooth functions as 
pictured in Figs. 15 and 16. 
FIG. 15. Graph u. 
0 < p(x)< 1 on(O,l) 
O= limp (1) (B(t)(2+U-t?)) 
t-1 
FIG. 16. Graph p. 
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Put 
FtY = PWY + (1 - PWN-4Y1L 4Y”)) 
fory = (yl,..., y*) EiI%“. Then (t, y) ++ I’,(y) isCm and 
When y E Z* and t + 1, this gives (iii), (iv) and proves 
1 
d 
&Y) = x- s--t I c?cm, 7 
if O<t<l 
0, otherwise 
obeys (i), (ii). 
Now define 
Fp+1- Iw x 0 -5 Rm+l 
(t, Y) * (6 UP, 
when h is the diffeomorphism [w” - A -+ Iw” - 0 existing by (1). Thus 
h-l@p - 0) = R” - A = A” r&P) = qg, 0 x A”) = qg, 0 x A)” 
H(t, Z”’ - 0) = (t, r&P - A)) H(t, y) = (t, y) if yE R” - 22:“. 
Recall ,Zm = [-1, I]“. Using H as a chart define the fieldf by
i 
H,G, off F(g, 0 x A) in [0, 1) x Iw” 
f(4Y> = g, on p(g, 0 X A) 
0, elsewhere, 
where H,G is the smooth map ([0, 1) x Iw” - F(g, 0 x A)) -+ R!” whose 
integral curves are the H-images of G’s integral curves. (Gis pictured in
Fig. 13.) By the Chain Rule this makes 
(H&N Y) = At, Y> + (or,),,ly(oh-‘),l,c(t, K-‘ Y))- 
Since G vanishes inthe bottom triangle 0 < 2 1 M’;‘(y)1 < 1 - t < 1, 
continuity offexcept at (1,O) is automatic. Theestimate (iv), the definition 
of 8, and the estimate 1 G(t, y)l < 2 + (1 - t)-l give 
IWJW y)l G I g(t, y)l + llP0,,1~ IIWP + (1 - W 
=zOast-+l 
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when 1 - t < 2 / hr;‘( y)l < 2 since 1 M’;l( y)\ < 1 means r;l(y) EP. 
Also, if 1 W;‘(y)1 > 1 then G(t, W;‘y) is bounded, W;l(y) = r;‘y, 
(Dh-l),-1, = Id, and t 
/ H,G(t, y)l < I g(t, Y)I + Il(W)rtly 11 .bounded 
by (iii) since r;‘y -+ Zm. This completes the proof that fis continuous. 
Since any G-integral curve through (0, y) # (0,O) crosses 1 x R” off Z”, 
its H image crosses 1 x R? at (1, y,), yr # 0. Hence &(f, 0 x A”) = 
IP - 0 = &(f, 0 x A)C and so the first half of (5.3) is proved: 
A” B R” - 0 * A H 0. 
The second half is purely topological. By (5.2), A H 0 * AC m, [w” - 0. 
Let h: IP - 0 --+ AC be such a diffeomorphism. The Schoenflies Theorem 
[3, lo] asserts that the h-image of each (m - I)-sphere around 0 in UP 
bounds a topological m-disc in R”. (Except perhaps when m = 4, these discs 
are diffeomorphic to the standard m-disc.) As the spheres converge to 0, 
the discs converge to A. Hence A is an W, . This completes the proof of (5.3). 
6. SMALL FUNNEL SECTIONS 
Let f E Fs and 0 = (0, 0,O). It seems plausible that although &( f, 0) 
might be diffeomorphic to the circle for large values of t, it could not be 
diffeomorphic to the circle for all small values of t > 0. Indeed, here is a 
proof! Choose a point p inside some &(f, 0), tl > 0, and consider the 
backward f-solution t t-+ p(t) through (tr ,9). Since &(f, 0) is diffeomorphic 
to 9 for all t, 0 < t < tl , the Jordan Curve Theorem traps p(t) inside the 
&(f, 0), 0 < t < t, , and forces p(t) -+ 0, as t + 0. Hence p E &(f, 0), 
a contradiction. 
The error lies in interpreting t ++&(f, 0) as a diffeotopy ofthe circle 
when 9 M &(f, 0) for all t > 0. Continuity of the set &(f, 0) does not 
imply that the diffeomorphism 9 + &(f, 0) can be made continuous int. 
THEOREM 6.1. There exists f~9~ with Kt(f, 0) w 9 for all t # 0. 
The corresponding assertion h lds when m replaces 2.
Proof. There exists a smooth homotopy r, : R23, whose effect on s1 is 
illustrated in Fig. 17. Besides r can be chosen so that rt(y) = y when t < 0 
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or 1 y 1 is large, t ++ I’, is a diffeotopy when 1 < 1, r, = r, for all t3 1, and 
(t, y) I-+ rt(y) is a smooth map. Then 
wT1(Y))~ o<t<1 s=t 
otherwise 
belongs to sz, supp(g) C [0, l] x R2, and K,(g, 0 x Sl) are the smoothly 
embedded circles in Fig. 17. (On the other hand K,,(g, 1 x S1) = D2 # ~31, 
i.e., g does not provide a funnel-cobordism S1 H Sl.) 
FIG. 17. T,(LP). 
Gluing together infinitely man translates of g,and resealing time gives a
continuous g:R?,, X R2 ---f UPsuch that supp(g) has compact closure in
[0, 11 x R2 and 
&(g, I/n x sl) is diffeomorphic to Slfor all t > l/a 
K,,,(g, l/n X 9) = 9 for all K < n. 
Of course g blows up at t = 0. Call 
Kt = K,(g, l/n x Sl) for any n > l/t. 
F = u t x Kt. 
t>o 
F is the g-funnel through the inverse limit circle in0 x l/P, and Kt is its 
section attime t. Let o(t) = sup{1 g(s, y)j: s 3 t}, t > 0. Squeeze Kt more 
sharply than o(t) as was done in the proof of (5.3). This gives an f E 92 such 
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that supp(f) C [O, l] x iTP, &(f, 0) has a very sharp spine at 0, and 
&(f, 0) w Kt w B, completing the proof of (5.1) when m = 2. The higher 
dimensional c se is proved the same way. 
7. OPEN PROBLEMS 
In addition to the conjectures (1.4,5), (3.3,4), Remark 3of Section 3 above, 
let me pose several weaker problems. 
1. If A, B are continua inIFF and if some homeomo~hism h: A -+ B 
extends to a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of A onto a neighborhood 
of 3 then is A a funnel section iff B is ?This assumption is astrong sort of 
equivalence on the embeddings ofA and B. 
2. If A C Iwpn isnot a funnel section fany f E Strn then can i(A) be a funnel 
section for some g E 9-k, where i: E@ -+ W is a linear inclusion. (In Section 3 
it was shown that z+(S) was not an f-funnel for any f E UK 9*.) Similarly, does 
the assumption that fE 9*& be autonomous restrict theclass of f-fund 
sections ? 
3. If A is a funnel section for some g E .F- then does there xist f e .Fm 
such that &(f, 0) is homeomorphic toA for all t> 0 I (or better, d8eo- 
morphic to A in the sense of the first problem). Theorem (6.1) shows 
A = 9 has this property. The same ideas probably answer the question 
when A is a CI polyhedron. 
4. Peano’s Existence Theorem fails inBanach Space [6]. To what extent 
does Kneser’s Theorem fail ? 
5. Do funnels occur as bifurcations of any processes? Could they be of 
any use in something ondeterministic I 
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